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MEDIA RELEASE

Exhibition
University Galleries of Illinois State University is pleased to present Denise Treizman: In Between Living from
June 3 through July 31, 2022.
Through a practice of searching, gleaning, and repurposing, Miami-based Chilean-Israeli artist Denise Treizman
critically examines hyper-consumerism while also carefully participating in it and relying on commercial goods.
Having lived in many densely populated cities over the years—London, San Francisco, New York City, Haifa,
and now Miami—Treizman’s practice has benefited from throwaway culture. She states, “Working both on the
street and in the studio, I examine how worthless fragments can be transformed into unexpected art
experiences.” The exhibition title, In Between Living, relates to Treizman’s history of salvaging discarded
materials from the street—a repeated practice as she moved from one place to the next. The production and
waste of excess goods, “invented necessities” as she likes to call them, has been at the foundation of her work
since 2010, when she spent her first summer in New York City. Although she questions who needs vibrantly
patterned single-use materials, like pink flamingo-printed duct tape or violet bubble wrap, she finds these
playful materials irresistible. By incorporating them into her found-object installations and unconventional
weavings, she prompts viewers to reflect on the mass-produced society in which we live.
Treizman was originally scheduled to have an exhibition at University Galleries during summer 2020, but it was
postponed due to Coronavirus (COVID 19)-related uncertainty and travel restrictions. Shortly before the
pandemic started, the artist acquired a loom to make nontraditional weavings, including foam pool noodles,
cellophane, duct tape, and LED string lights. This was a pivotal point in her career as health and safety reasons
prompted her to re-examine her previous gathering practice. Having access to her own loom also enabled
Treizman to deepen her interest in fiber arts, allowing her to explore the “relationship between the readymade and artist-made.” A selection of these brightly colored, textural, and sometimes luminescent weavings
will be on display for this exhibition.
The exhibition will also include installations made in response to University Galleries’ architecture, including
16-foot-tall walls, high ceilings, and gridded wall of windows. These site-specific gestures will incorporate a
variety of objects that Treizman has accumulated over a twelve-year period, many of which have been kept in
storage since her 2018 departure from New York City. These materials—including deflated yoga balls, packing
foam, tinsel, rope, and more recently, her weavings—have been used in previous exhibitions but will now
serve as prompts. Nothing is permanent, everything transforms.
A selection of videos will be released throughout this exhibition including an artist interview with footage of
Treizman’s installation process at University Galleries, an art-making demonstration, and an exhibition video
tour. These virtual programs will be available via University Galleries’ Vimeo following the exhibition opening.
Denise Treizman: In Between Living is organized by Jessica Bingham, former curator at University Galleries. The
exhibition and programming are sponsored in part by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council Agency.
Biography
Denise Treizman’s work has been exhibited at PROTO GOMEZ Gallery, New York, New York; Wave Hill, Bronx,
New York; Hybrid Art Festival, Madrid, Spain; Penn State University, Pennsylvania; Latino Arts, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; Woman Made Gallery, Chicago, Illinois; The Bronx Museum of the Arts, Bronx, New York; and
Cuchifritos Gallery/Artist’s Alliance, New York, New York, among others. Treizman has completed residences at
Mass MOCA, North Adams, Massachusetts; NARS Foundation International Artists Residency, Brooklyn, New
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York; Triangle Workshop, Salem, New York; ACRE Residency, Steuben, Michigan; The Elizabeth Foundation
Studio Program, New York, New York; Ox-Bow Residency, Saugatuck, Michigan; and Vermont Studio Center,
Johnson, Vermont, among others. She earned an MFA from the School of Visual Arts, New York, and is
currently a studio resident at Laundromat Art Space in Miami, Florida.
Events and programming
All events are free and open to the public.
•

June 3 through July 31: Virtual and in-person curator-led exhibition tours are available for classes,
community groups, and individuals by appointment. Contact gallery@IllinoisState.edu or (309) 438-5487
to schedule.

•

Friday, June 3 at 5:00 p.m.: Gallery walk with Denise Treizman at University Galleries.

•

Date, noon to 2:00 p.m.: Family art-making workshop. Materials and instruction provided by University
Galleries’ staff. Free and no reservations required.

•

Educator resources, activities for children and youth, and art-making lesson videos will be available on the
exhibition web page.

•

An artist interview with installation footage and an exhibition video tour will be available via University
Galleries’ Vimeo.

University Galleries
University Galleries, a unit in the Wonsook Kim College of Fine Arts, is located at 11 Uptown Circle, Suite 103,
at the corner of Beaufort and Broadway streets. Parking is available in the Uptown Station parking deck
located directly above University Galleries.
You can find University Galleries on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, and sign up to receive email updates
through the newsletter. Please contact gallery@IllinoisState.edu or call (309) 438-5487 if you need to arrange
an accommodation to participate in any events related to these exhibitions.

